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anthonyoconnell
I don't understand why the final estate account has not been sent to Jean O'Connell, why no reason is given for not sending it, why Henry Mackall is not asking for it,  and why a paper trail of conflicting and unspecified computations is being created.. References:(1) Jean O'Connell to Joanne Barnes:"First thing is to have the final accounting based on same figures as in the 1st accting.  Send it to me- do I have to sign it"(2) Jean O'Connell's memo [be3-6): "-leave to son-lawyer & commissioner"(3) Anthony O'Connell to Robert McCandlish (Because Joanne Barnes would not respond): "I also request that the Trust be funded in accordance with Ms. Joanne L. Barnes letter of August 16, 1985 (attached)."    
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	       Non-taxable exchange
	memo: " deed to property ... :
	1985.06.18 anthony o'connell to joanne barnes
	detail: one or the other (free; not entangled)

	1985.06.25  henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	detail: why one or the other (to be tied up; entangled)

	1985.07.16 anthony o'connell to jean o'connell
	detail: not one or the other; entangled both lands

	big envelope 3 detail BE3-5 in color
	big envelope 3 (BE3) labeled
	big envelope 3 (BE3)
	1985.08.16 joanne barnes to jean o'connell. copy to anthony o'connell
	detail: "exchange all or part" (if sell one without trust's permission wouldn't that force an "exchange"?
	enclosure

	1985.10.23 to jean o'connell
	1985.10.29 to henry mackall
	1986.01.24 edward white to jean oconnell
	"agreement"
	detail: boths lands entangled

	1986.01.27 edward white to jean o'connell
	1986.01.31 edward white to henry mackall
	1986.02.27 edward white  to henry mackall
	1986.04.10 edward white  to joanne barnes
	1986.04.25 edward white  to henry mackall
	1986.05.08 henry mackall to anthony o'connell and h. a. higham 
	1986.10.10  listing agreement
	detail; Exclisive right to see to jean o'connell

	1986.10.14  mr. mcenearney to edward white



